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USING MONITORING AND EVALUATION TO IMPROVE PRACTICE
Mark Dobson and Tracy Cochrane

Case study 1: a project involving Northern Ballet Theatre (NBT) and Leeds Grand Theatre. The aim
of this project was to attract new attenders to NBT performances in Leeds. Well planned, monitoring
and evaluation was built in at every stage, right from the start, says Tracy Cochrane.

Background

Leeds Grand Theatre is a 1,500-seat receiving venue, with a beautiful, traditional
auditorium for musicals, comedy and music, and dance, particularly ballet. It is also home
to Opera North. NBT is one of the country’s leading, large-scale touring companies. It
tours nationally six months a year, and is based in Leeds. The company visits The Grand
two or three times a year, and the Alhambra in Bradford (ten miles away) once a year.

Ballet in the Park is a large free NBT performance, funded and promoted by Leeds
Leisure Services (LSS), which takes place in a tent in Leeds every year. It is one of a
number of free LLS events, which include Opera in the Park, Party in the Park and
Classical Fantasia. LLS see these events as an end in themselves – meeting social
objectives, and part of their provision for the community. They don’t see the
performance as a first step in encouraging people to more involvement with the arts.
This was frustrating. Ballet in the Park seemed to offer a real opportunity for audience
development, but one we’d never managed to capitalise on.

There is a big demand for tickets – 4,000 are available, limited to two for each applicant.
In 1998 LLS, for the first time, asked ticket applicants to complete a short questionnaire
when applying for tickets. They gathered name and address details, and previous
attendance at NBT, theatres in Leeds and other arts and leisure events. LLS wanted to
know who was attending – were they achieving their social objectives? Also, they asked if
people would like to receive details of future events and offers. This information was
seized enthusiastically by NBT and West Yorkshire Arts Marketing (WYAM). So we had
a pool of 2,000 ticket applicants to do something with when NBT received New
Audiences funding for a project.

Objectives

A project was conceived in which WYAM were to act as project managers and hands-on
deliverers of the project. NBT marketing department and The Grand were to manage the
marketing, box office and front-of-house activity. There were three specific aims:

• To target people who had not seen NBT in a theatre in the previous 12 months and
to encourage them to attend a performance.

• To target types of people not known for their ballet attendance and to research
potential barriers to attendance among these groups.

• To feed into a regional overview of audiences for ballet, through the use of
MOSAIC.
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WYAM, NBT and The Grand were keen to see what the market potential was, hoping to
bring in new attenders, keen to start looking at access issues. WYAM was also keen to
pilot a methodology that could be rolled out on other projects.

A five-phase process

Broadly, there were five phases to the project:

1. The data collected by Leeds Leisure Services were analysed and profiled using MOSAIC
We wanted to know whether the Ballet in the Park attenders were NBT’s regular, core
audience, or whether the event attracted a totally new group of people who never crossed
over to see them in theatre. Initial analysis of the LSS data was encouraging: only 14%
had seen NBT perform in a theatre in the previous 12 months and about half had neither
seen NBT nor been to the Grand in the previous year, which suggested a pool of people
with good potential, but we still knew very little about who they were. The first problem
was duplicate names and addresses! The policy of limiting applicants to two tickets was
clearly not working, and we had to removed a lot of duplicates by hand, leaving only 500
people to work with. Using the MOSAIC lifestyle profiling software package, which
categorises individuals and households into 12 ‘groups’ and 52 ‘types’, we profiled NBT
attenders at The Grand, and compared them with the Ballet in the Park attenders.
Analysis showed broad similarities (same types of people, though not necessarily the
same people), but fewer high income families and country dwellers attended Ballet in the
Park and more low-rise council flat dwellers attend the Park. This suggests that the same
types of people go to Ballet in the Park as go to theatre, but many of them don’t actually
cross over to the theatre. Also, Ballet in the Park is a good access point for lower income
groups, who do not generally attend theatre and ballet.

2. A series of direct mail campaigns, coupled with a Test Drive promotion, were used to invite new
attenders to an NBT performance at the Grand

Working only with the people who hadn’t seen NBT in theatre before or visited The
Grand in the last year, we divided the pool of people into three groups, according to
MOSAIC code. Three different campaigns took place around the June 1999
performances of ‘Dracula’, structured to enable monitoring of take-up. One of the
campaigns included non-dominant types of ballet attender and included lower income
groups. This group was sent a Test Drive letter and offered pair of free tickets.

3. Research was conducted and the results evaluated
All rated enjoyment as good or excellent and 89% said they would consider coming
again: the remaining 11% said no or possibly – giving reasons relating to cost. Regarding
the data, we thought we were mailing people who hadn’t been to NBT or The Grand in
the last year, but 31% had seen NBT in theatre before and a minority were frequent
attenders; 86% had visited The Grand before. Nevertheless, for around 70% it was their
first experience of NBT in a theatre.

4. A follow-up campaign with further offers was run
These were integral to the overall project, as Test Drive is an ongoing and long-term
process. The campaigns took place around NBT’s ‘A Christmas Carol’ at The Grand in
November 1999. The people who had been included in the Test Drive were divided into
two groups on the basis of information given in feedback questionnaires. Test Drivers
for whom ‘Dracula’ was their first experience of NBT in a theatre were sent an offer of
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up to four tickets at £5 each. The offer was made on the assumption that new attenders
to an art form often have friends who have not attended before, and this is a way of
spreading the initial impact of Test Drive. Seventeen people took up the offer (68
attenders) – a 68% response. The remaining Test Drivers (who had seen NBT in theatre
before) were sent an offer of two tickets for £5 each. Twenty-eight people took up the
offer (56 attenders) – 46% response.

5. Qualitative telephone research was conducted with the Test Drive attenders who hadn’t responded to
the follow-up offer

Telephone research was conducted to explore reactions to the offer and potential
barriers to attendance. We’d got them this far – was it just price? This element of the
research was planned from the start, as on the questionnaire we asked if people were
prepared to help with further research. People were generally positive about being
contacted, and the phone call acted as a prompt for some of them to book. Feedback on
NBT was very positive, although some had had difficulty getting through by phone to
The Grand’s box office. Others cited cost of tickets as a factor. This appears to be the
only real barrier, although it may be a smokescreen for other factors. All were interested
in receiving future information and offers. Yet again, there were data issues though.
Some people had not received the offer letter, and other discrepancies had crept in too.

Final evaluation – was the project a success, and what did we learn?

Our objectives were fulfilled: well over 200 people responded to an offer, many of them
new attenders, and lots of goodwill was created. Test Drivers are continuing to be
followed up and are continuing to attend. We have learnt more about MOSAIC – and
are still learning about its most effective uses.

In terms of pricing, the project produced evidence that this is an issue for some, despite
concession structures. The evidence has fed into a wider debate about access funding to
enable organisations to offer sustainable pricing policies that are accessible to broader
sectors of community.

The numbers of new attenders are one measure of success, but equally valuable were
testing methodology and the knowledge gained, which will inform future work. We have
a clear picture of what worked, what didn’t, why not, and what we’d do differently. The
structure of the project meant we were able to identify problems and issues as they arose.
We learnt a huge amount, but we were we disappointed – it was a very frustrating
project. The quality of the data was a major problem. It is so basic, but such a significant
issue – duplicates, accuracy of information, out of date by the time we got it. The success
of a project is dictated by the quality of the list, not the quality of the product or
creativity of the offer. Also, there were small numbers on some elements of the
campaign, so it’s hard to draw statistically reliable conclusions. Finally, there were shared
objectives and close partnership between WYAM, NBT and The Grand; but LLS had
different objectives. It has not collected data since then, and is unwilling to let anyone
else do it.

Despite this, Ballet in the Park offers potential for audience development, and we hope
to run a future project.
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Case study 2: Mark Dobson described a project in which a Northern Stage tour of ‘A Clockwork
Orange’ was extended to MacRobert Arts Centre, Stirling, to attract young non-attenders; and new
audiences at Sunderland Empire were encouraged through a nightclub promotion.

A marketing campaign and interactive workshop were used to promote ‘A Clockwork
Orange’ in Stirling. Another campaign took place in Sunderland, drawing people to
Sunderland Empire from nightclubs in the town via a live performance event inspired by
the production, and devised by Creative Arts students with Northern Stage.

MacRobert Arts Centre, Stirling

The project had three objectives:

1. To build on the tour to include cross-border visits to a Scottish venue
The tour was extended to include a revisit to the MacRobert to continue our close
working relations with this Scottish venue. The company played five performances
and hosted one Malchicks interactive workshop. The response from the venue about
the production and the audience development work was very positive. The
MacRobert Arts Centre said, ‘It brought in large numbers of our target audience and
greatly assisted our attempts to encourage young people to use the MacRobert. The
feedback from our audience and in particular teachers has been incredibly positive.’

2. To build on the relationship with MacRobert staff and their audiences
Staff from the MacRobert visited Newcastle to see the production one month in
advance of its tour to Scotland. Northern Stage staff visited Stirling twice to plan,
devise and monitor new audience campaigns targeting non-traditional young
attenders and film attenders to the production. ‘This show was brilliant in every
artistic way. It pounded at the mind from the moment it started and the audience en
masse was left breathless and deeply moved at both the interval and after the applause
at the end,’ said a Scottish Arts Council independent adviser.

3. To provide a free Malchicks for 100 people in advance of the show
The Malchicks was delivered to 80 young people mainly drawn from performing arts
courses. Evaluation forms were issued to each participant and the feedback from the
students and their lecturers was positive.

The targets for the project were to attract 300 new attenders and to get 100 film
attenders to cross over into live performance:

• Target audience group 1: 300 young attenders aged 16–24 years
Specially tailored print was distributed by hit squads on campus and in the town with
ticket prices at £3.50. This returned an audience of 686 (46.2% of the total audience).

• Target audience group 2: 100 film attenders to cross over to live performance
A specially devised direct mail to established film attenders, identifying links to
theatre production, returned 104 bookings.
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What did we learn?

• It is important to dedicate time to collaborate on marketing ideas based on
knowledge of the product and understanding of the market.

• The Malchicks could have been attended by a greater and more diverse number if
there had been more lead time for the company to work with schools and to engage
with community groups.

• The large take-up of the target audience reduced the overall ticket yield to £3.66, the
lowest on the tour (the highest was £8.30).

• The MacRobert staff have tracked the new audience and many have returned to see
films and to use the facility generally.

Sunderland Empire Theatre

The project aimed to create a performance for 2,500 clubbers; to attract 300 of them to
the Empire Theatre; and in total to attract 1,000 new attenders to the Empire Theatre. It
had six broad objectives:

1. To build on the developing relationship with the City and the people of Sunderland
The project was a discrete but integral component of the wide-ranging activity, which
made up the Sunderland residency supported by various partners.

2. To devise a brand new art form project
‘Hammered’ was created and performed by performing arts university students as a
bold, new, interactive live intervention. It complemented their course work and
enhanced performance skills.

3. To  present work in an innovative context
‘Hammered’ was presented at the Palace Nightclub which had never previously
hosted live performance work, and was observed by over 2,500 clubbers.

4. To reach people from a range of social and economic backgrounds
‘Hammered’ was observed (participated in!) by 2,500 clubbers and the production at
the Empire was seen by 1,682 new customers (82% of total audience). The vouchers
redeemed from the nightclub promotional event totalled 45 attenders. At least 56%
of the audience was under the age of 25 – and a large proportion of top-price ticket
purchases were young people.

5. To pilot specific audience initiatives to attract first-time attenders
Specialised print with price incentives was distributed by a hit squad on the streets,
on campus, in bars and nightclubs.

6. To monitor and evaluate the effect of the project as a model to be replicated
The Empire staff have monitored continuing activity of new attenders and to date
10% of the total bookers have rebooked for other events, mainly comedy and live
music. The project is regarded as a model of practice within the profession. It is
highlighted in the TMA Annual Report; it is included as a case study in marketing
and new audience seminars; and it was presented at the TMA Annual Conference in
September 1999.
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What did we learn?

• New audiences can be attracted to theatres if the product and promotional campaign
is matched and the company has the time and resources to commit to make
relationships with people over a range of activities.

• Northern Stage’s visit to the Empire was a culmination of a six-month residency in
which we contacted local youth and community groups, secondary schools, university
students and the public – the range of activities enabled us to engage with more
diverse contacts and to attract new attenders to the show.

• To challenge the assumption that all clubbers are young and a target for hard-hitting
contemporary live theatre. We observed a mixed-age crowd and strong loyalty to
clubbing – an attitude that did not flexibly cross over to participating with other
events.

• ‘Hammered’, created by the performing arts students, was a bold attempt at an
intervention made possible by the lead-up time and the strong relationship between
the creative team at Northern Stage and the lectures at the University.

• Few sites and public places were keen to host the performance intervention and the
Palace Nightclub took some persuading. They were, however, pleased with the
results and the contact with the company (staff went to see the show) and may be
more favourably disposed to such events in the future.

Thoughts on monitoring and evaluation

You can only monitor and evaluate if you build it into the project planning from the
start. The following ground rules are key:

1. Identify what success will look like – before you start.
2. Good project management is critical: identify someone to keep an eye on things.
3. Be honest about everything!
4. Pay attention to detail throughout.
5. Remember you have the right to fail, as long as you know why!

In practice, bear the following in mind:

• KISS – keep it simple, stupid!  This is not rocket science. You are not changing the
world.

• Set appropriate targets  e.g. Stirling, young non-attenders, not pensioners!
• Achievability  We thought it was realistic to play to 2,500 people in clubs in Sunderland

and to get 300 to the theatre.
• Monitorability  We did think about how we would monitor this in advance, what

devices we would give out and who to and how the venues could capture
information – very different organisations, very different staff, so we made the
monitoring objectives simple. We didn’t try to get too flashy

• Organisational fit  Building on existing relationships and thinking about the future.
Stirling had taken ‘Animal Farm’ previously; there is a long history of community
work in the City of Sunderland.
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• Time scale  We started work in August for performances in Stirling in October (too
late!) and for nightclub performances in Sunderland and performances at the Empire
Theatre at end of November.

• The right to fail  Things change – and a lot changed here. We couldn’t find nightclubs
to work with (hadn’t done our homework in advance). The students panicked about
their performances in the clubs – working with volunteers (risky) almost didn’t
happen. Always write it down, so someone has a record of change – what it was,
when it happened and why it happened

You get better with practice, honest.


